Bodily injury soon heals, but emotional injury takes longer. For common religious people, religion is emotion. Conflict of society comes from conflicts among individuals. Conflict of individual comes from emotional conflict by ignorance of others. Ignorance of different faith arises from conflicts of faith. In this circumstance, different faith means wrong by other faith, for example, in the Gaza province conflict, ISIS (Islamic States of Iraq and Syria), etc. If we understand different faith is not wrong faith, we do not fight with each other. If we avoid ignorance of different faith, we could find the harmony among faiths. In the present world scenario, we need to heal the society by interfaith harmony.

In this paper, I would like to examine a selection of Buddhist source and the basic doctrines of Buddhism in understanding interfaith harmony and non-violent path to get rid of ignorance of other faith. In the Buddha’s era, there were many different kinds of faith existing. In doing so, I would like to mention about how to bring peace among societies based on different faith by teachings of the Buddha. Ignorance of other religions is the main problem of the conflict between different religions. So we need to get rid of the ignorance of different faith through multicultural education at a young age. The research paper will highlight the resolution of conflict between different religions by the right way of religious education by getting rid ignorance of different faith.